
Be the change you wish to see in others – School Theme 2018-19 
 
Change! there is something about this word…………. It leaves an impression that everyone 
around us, except us needs to change the way they think or act! Its time, we introspect the 
way we comprehend change. 
 
We  need to replace the word ‘they /you’ with ‘me’ during our discourses about change. This 
simple but significant change will alter our perception about the problems we face not only 
at personal level but for world at large. Our history, geography, all sciences and even 
languages today are the result of intermittent changes occurred through the time. Changes 
brought about by individual’s have the potential to revolutionize the outlook of the entire 
society in saving earth, energy, ecology and economy of physical and material resources. 
 
Change is also indicative of the fact that we are alive and sensitive to the need to relinquish 
the absolute redundant practices and behavior. This also means being nice to self and change 
the way people treat or perceive about us. This change from Me to We will ensure progress 
and success. 
 
Change as seen in Nature also, is a very regular and essential process but it is always seen as 
a challenge by humans. There is a lot of resistance from within and from outer agencies too! 
For any change in self and society one needs to come out of one’s comfort zone which needs 
guts, gumption and grit!  
 
Swachhta will remain an Abhiyaan till the time this does not become an Attitude! Our weather 
bitten Planet earth will have to go through depletions and extinctions till the time every 
inhabitant doesn’t try to give it a green cover. Human values will be windswept if we don’t 
raise our voice and stop being the by standers. 
 
Let’s celebrate the change by being the change we wish to see in others! 
 


